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“I’m trying to make everything—

garments, performances, paintings—

that exist in my personal exploration 

about what modernity means  

within Indigenous cultures.” 

—  JEFFREY GIBSON

Jeffrey Gibson, 2O2O
POWER!
POWER!
POWER!
Woodblock, screen print, acrylic gloss varnish 
Edition of 3O
34 x 33 inches
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IN MEMORIAM

Bill Weege editioning prints by Richard Bosman, 1988.

William Weege 
Artist, Printmaker, Professor, Entrepreneur, and Visionary

On behalf of the Tandem Press staff, we regret to inform you that William (Bill) Weege (b.1935), 
our founder passed away on November 2, 2020. It is the end of an era; his contributions to the Art 
Department at the UW–Madison School of Education were extraordinary, and his legacy will live on. 
As a printmaker and papermaker, he was an internationally recognized artist. His artworks are in 
significant collections throughout the US and abroad, including the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the 
Boston Museum of Fine Arts, and the British Museum, to name a few. 

Bill was born in Port Washington, WI. His father was a mechanical engineer, and his mother was an 
artist. He enrolled at UW–Milwaukee, and after two years, he transferred to the UW–Madison School 
of Engineering where he studied civil engineering. After a short period, he changed his major to city 
planning. His professor, Leo Jacobson, secured a state planning project grant and assigned Bill to work 
at a local consulting firm where he prepared layouts for reports. This led him to his first introduction to 
printmaking technology. The designer on the project was Professor Donald Anderson, who suggested 
that he take art courses to improve his design skills. His introduction to the Art Department at UW–

Madison had a profound effect on his life, and he switched his major to art and subsequently embarked 
upon an MFA. 

In the 1960s, Bill became known for his political art. Initially, students acquired his prints and posters. Ultimately, museums collected many of them, including the Museum of Modern Art in New 
York City, the Brooklyn Museum, and the New York Public Library. For his MFA thesis, he produced a portfolio of twenty-five prints entitled Peace is Patriotic. 

In 1970, the Smithsonian Institution's National Collection of Fine Arts invited Bill to become the director of an experimental workshop at the Venice Biennale. At the time, Ed Ruscha was representing 
the United States at the Biennale, but unfortunately his art materials failed to arrive. Bill suggested that they silkscreen the pavilion with wallpaper made from chocolate, which initially was superb, but 
unfortunately the artwork was quickly eaten by Italian ants. Bill continued printing his political prints in Venice, but the Smithsonian took a dim view of his anti-war political imagery and canceled the 
project after three months. Bill then set up his own print shop in Venice.

In 1971, Bill joined the faculty of the Art Department at UW–Madison. As a distinguished professor in the graphics area, he had a very successful career as an artist and remained on the faculty until 
his retirement in 1998. In 1970 and 1971, he exhibited his art at the World's Fair in Japan, the Museum of Modern Art, and the Whitney Museum in New York.

In the same year, he established Jones Road Print Shop and Stable at his studio in Barneveld, WI. He invited nationally recognized artists including Alan Shields and Sam Gilliam to the Print Shop, 
where they created prints every summer and employed graduate students to assist in the process. 

In 1974, Joe Wilfer, a former student of Bill’s and a lifelong friend, moved his hand papermaking equipment from Madison to a converted dairy barn near Oregon, Wisconsin and the Upper US Paper 
Mill was born. According to the writer John Loring, Wilfer became excited by the possibilities of handmade paper as a medium. He wanted to establish a facility for artists who wanted to experiment 
with paper objects or produce handmade paper for their traditional media work. It was important that the handmade paper function as an integral component of a work of art. The collaboration of Weege 
and Wilfer became frequent, and handmade paper became a significant opportunity for artists at the Jones Road Print Shop and Stable.
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—Paula Panczenko, Director • Fall 2020

Bill Weege working on prints from his series A Cloud Billows, 2009.

The Jones Road Print Shop and Stable was irreverent, iconoclastic, totally experimental, and 
unique. The Print Shop was located in a barn, and occasionally ink was applied to prints with 
shotguns rather than rollers. The horizons of many students were immeasurably broadened and 
expanded in this creative environment. The Jones Road Print Shop was the forerunner to Tandem 
Press, which Weege created to ensure a continued leading role in UW–Madison's rich printmaking 
tradition.

In 1986, Weege proposed to the Art Department faculty that a viable fine art Press be established 
at the University and supported through donations, grants, and sales. The faculty unanimously 
endorsed the idea, and the Dean of the School of Education, John Palmer, threw his full support 
behind the concept.

In the fall of 1987, Tandem Press was born. With the support of a subscriber program, funding 
was raised to support the initial operating expenses. It was clear that, because of its location within 
a university setting, Tandem Press had to be more formal than the relaxed atmosphere at the Jones 
Road Print Shop and Stable, and yet, everyone strived to ensure that the ideal of experimentation 
and freedom of expression would continue to inspire everyone who came to the Press.

In 2009 and 2014, Bill created three series of monoprints at Tandem – A Cloud Billows, A Bird 
Sings, and Burning Down the House. He was best known for his large abstract handmade paper 
projects. His images are complex conglomerations of handmade paper, collage, relief printing and 
hand painting. The abstract iconography is full of motion where the viewer observes the collision 
and explosion of shapes throughout the works. In many instances, the palette shifts from light to 
textures delight the eye and deepen our appreciation for Bill's experimental and artistic processes. Bill was represented by the Richard Gray Gallery in Chicago for many years, and most recently by 
Corbett vs. Dempsey. His most recent show in New York took place at Pace Prints in 2016. 

As an entrepreneur, Bill's greatest achievement was founding Tandem Press in 1987 at the UW–Madison Art Department in the School of Education. At Tandem for the past 33 years , we have 
celebrated his vision at Tandem Press. Over 90 artists have created prints and over 350 students have apprenticed with the printers and curators. Bill Weege was extraordinarily talented and inspiring, 
and his legacy will continue  through his art, his students, and Tandem Press. 

In 2000, the Tandem Press Board of Advisors created an endowment in honor of our founder, William Weege. The purpose of this fund is to aid Tandem Press by providing financial support to 
UW–Madison Art Department graduate students who come to learn and work at Tandem. If you would like to make a memorial gift to that fund you can contact me or Meg Sensenbrenner. My email is 
paula.panczenko@wisc.edu or you can contact Meg at meg.sensenbrenner@supportuw.org. 

Direct donations can be sent to: 
UW Foundation/William Weege Endowment Fund 
University of Wisconsin Foundation 
US Bank Lockbox 78807 
Millaukee, WI 53278-0807 
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DERRICK ADAMS

Black Radical Leisure and Joy 
Derrick Adams’s artistic output encompasses painting, collage, sculpture, performance, video, 

sound installations, and printmaking. Adams was born in Baltimore, Maryland in 1970. He received 
his MFA from Columbia University and his BFA from the Pratt Institute. Following graduate school, 
Adams taught at an elementary school, and then spent ten years directing the Rush Arts Gallery in New 
York City. He met artist Mickalene Thomas at Pratt where they became –and remain– fast friends. 
Thomas introduced Adams to Tandem Press, and we are most grateful for the introduction.

Adams’s new prints are related to three recent remarkable exhibitions of his work: Derrick Adams: 
Buoyant and the installation We Came to Party and Plan at the Hudson River Museum in Yonkers, 
New York, and Derrick Adams: Transformers at Luxembourg & Dayan Gallery in London. A superb 
catalogue accompanying the two exhibitions at the Hudson River Museum illustrates Adams’s many 
talents. In the catalogue, we are also introduced to his intellectual prowess in a discussion with 
Mickalene Thomas as well as his curatorial skills, which are featured in a third concurrent exhibition 
at the museum, Derrick Adams Selects. For this exhibition Adams was invited to curate works from the 
museum’s collection. His selections echo many of his own interests in lived experience, leisure, and 
relaxation and include museum objects from the 1870s to 2010. 

A number of years ago, Adams discovered an article in the June 1969 issue of Ebony Magazine 
about a trip Martin Luther King Jr. took to a friend’s villa in Jamaica in order to finish writing his 
third book Where Do We Go from Here: Chaos or Community? Coretta Scott King joined Dr. King 
toward the end of the trip, and the article was accompanied by images of the couple swimming in 
a pool, sitting together on a beach, and having breakfast overlooking the ocean at the home of their 
friends. Adams was fascinated by the images of the Civil Rights icon unwinding during his trip. For him, 
they were life-changing images because Black leaders in the Civil Rights Movement were rarely shown 
relaxing in photographs. Adams realized that, in fact, it was rare to see any images of Black people 
enjoying themselves or undertaking leisure activities of any kind. This realization had a profound effect 
on Adams and was the inspiration for his extraordinary Floaters series, which were featured in the 
exhibition Derrick Adams: Buoyant.

During his first visit to Tandem Press in April 2019, Adams created an extraordinary 
woodblock print based on a painting in the Floaters series. In Self Portrait on Float, the artist 
depicted himself in a unicorn-shaped float surrounded by a deep blue-green pool. Created 
with ninety-four puzzle-cut woodblock pieces as well as additions of gold leaf and collage, 
it is one of the most complex prints Tandem has ever published. The puzzle-cut woodblock 
printing method was utilized again for Adams’s new print, Boy on Swan Float, which was 
printed from sixty-eight different puzzle-cut woodblock pieces. Each woodblock was inked up 
individually by hand and placed within a larger block that held the inked pieces in place while it 
went through the press, offsetting the ink from the blocks onto the paper. The image was built 
up in this manner through seven runs (layers). Once the woodblock printing was complete, six 
layers of screen print were added for the boy’s toenails, hair, nostrils, eye, and pupil. Lastly, the 
dot pattern of the bathing suit was screen printed on book cloth, cut to shape, and collaged to 
the background.

Another new print by Adams, Party Guest 1 (We Came to Party and Plan Series), was created 
with multiple printmaking methods including screen print, relief, and collage. The background 
and the figure are screen print on paper. The figure’s shirt is book cloth that has been screen 
printed to create the dot pattern, cut out, and collaged to the background. The party hat is 
relief printed on thick paper, cut out, and collaged to the background. The image is based on 
a painting in the recent series We Came to Party and Plan, which Adams developed during a 
summer residency at the Robert Rauschenberg Foundation in 2019. The series, consisting of 
dozens of portraits of Black guests at a party, is both joyful and powerful in its concept. Like his 
Floaters, Adams has chosen to explore a subject that is not usually depicted in popular culture. 
It is particularly striking in light of the fact that for many years it was illegal for Black people 
to congregate aside from religious services or special events like weddings and funerals. In We 
Came to Party and Plan, Adams explores the notion that a party can be a place for more than 
celebrating; it can also be a place for fomenting discussion, activism, and ideas. 
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Derrick Adams signing Self Portrait on Float in the Tandem Press studio, 2019. 

The four new Style Variation prints recently created by Adams at Tandem Press 
are derived from an ongoing series of large-scale paintings he began in 2019. Inspired 
by the female mannequins he passed in the windows of his neighborhood beauty 
shops and wig stores, his Beauty World series is an exploration of Black identity and 
empowerment. Until now, the series has focused on Black women. With these four new 
Style Variation prints Adams has expanded the series to include portraits of Black men 
with varying hairstyles and facial hair.

Female figures from the series were featured in a solo exhibition in February 2020 
at Luxembourg & Dayan Gallery, London. Derrick Adams: Transformers presented 
striking new large-scale examples of female figures in the Beauty World series. Sam 
Talbot, a cultural communications consultant in London, reviewed the exhibition: 

“These works investigate the physical and cultural construction of the 

human form and its role in shaping identity. In particular, these works 

explore Black female empowerment achieved through versatile acts of 

styling, camouflaging, and costuming. 

The images were inspired by the display windows of beauty supply 

stores, wig shops, braiding and nail salons, and hair boutiques that 

Adams has observed in his Brooklyn neighborhood. Typical of certain 

urban areas, these establishments stand as a constant reminder of the 

possibilities for physical metamorphosis. By reproducing and painting 

over a mannequin found in these storefronts, the artist pays tribute 

to these specific social rituals and acts of roleplaying that need not be 

contextualized or understood, to have value. The Style Variations from 

his Beauty World series celebrate the extraordinary efforts of those who  

partake in beautification and self-transformation, for any and all 

reasons.”
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Derrick Adams, 2020
Party Guest 1 (We Came to Party and Plan Series)
Screen print, relief, fabric, collage
Edition of 50
24 x 18 inches

“Sometimes a normal social gathering can represent a radical 

space. I’m often inspired by the people around me at parties, and 

how they are making important changes to society. You can go to 

a social event and still get things accomplished.”    

—  DERRICK ADAMS

Adams is a recipient of a Robert Rauschenberg Foundation Residency 
(2019), a Gordon Parks Foundation Fellowship (2018), a Studio Museum 
Joyce Alexander Wein Artist Prize (2016), and a Louis Comfort Tiffany 
Award (2009). He has been the subject of numerous solo exhibitions, 
including Derrick Adams — Where I’m From (2019) at The Gallery in 
Baltimore City Hall; Derrick Adams: Sanctuary (2018) at the Museum 
of Arts and Design, New York; Derrick Adams: Transmission (2018) at 
the Museum of Contemporary Art, Denver; and The Channel (2012) at 
the Brooklyn Academy of Music. Adams’s work has been presented in 
numerous important public exhibitions, including Men of Change: Power. 
Triumph. Truth. (2019) at the National Underground Railroad Freedom 
Center, Cincinnati; PERFORMA (2015, 2013, and 2005); The Shadows 
Took Shape (2014) and Radical Presence (2013–14) at The Studio Museum 
in Harlem; Greater New York (2005) at MoMA PS1; and Open House: 
Working In Brooklyn (2004) at the Brooklyn Museum. His work resides 
in the permanent collections of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the 
Studio Museum in Harlem, the Whitney Museum of American Art, the 
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, and the Birmingham Museum of Art.  
He currently lives and works in Brooklyn, New York.
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Derrick Adams, 2020
Party Guest 1 (We Came to Party and Plan Series)
Screen print, relief, fabric, collage
Edition of 50
24 x 18 inches

Master Printer Joe Freye pulling the first woodblock layer for Boy on Swan Float by Derrick Adams, 2019.

Master Printer Jason Ruhl preparing to ink a puzzle block for a print by Derrick Adams, 2019. 

Derrick Adams signing Party Guest 1 (We Came to Party and Plan Series) in his studio, 2020. 
Photograph by Michael Chuapoco.
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Derrick Adams, 2019
Self Portrait on Float
Woodblock, gold leaf, collage
Edition of 50
40 x 40 inches
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Derrick Adams, 2020
Boy on Swan Float
Woodblock, screen print, fabric, collage
Edition of 30
31 x 45 inches
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Derrick Adams, 2020
Style Variation 1 (Afro)
Screen print, archival inkjet, acrylic gloss varnish
Edition of 30
27 x 20 inches

Derrick Adams, 2020
Style Variation 2 (Waves)
Screen print, archival inkjet, acrylic gloss varnish
Edition of 30
27 x 20 inches
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Derrick Adams, 2020
Style Variation 3 (High Top)
Screen print, archival inkjet, acrylic gloss varnish
Edition of 30
27 x 20 inches

Derrick Adams, 2020
Style Variation 4 (Beard)
Screen print, archival inkjet, acrylic gloss varnish
Edition of 30
27 x 20 inches
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RICHARD BOSMAN

Celebrating Cats

Richard Bosman creating monotypes in the Tandem Press studio, 2019.

Richard Bosman first visited Tandem Press in 1988. 
His expressionist images are quiet yet full of suspense. 
Throughout his career, Bosman has explored images 
of the sea, landscapes, and impending storms. More 
recently, he has turned his attention to cats following 
an unexpected adoption of a stray and her kitten a few 
years ago. In the images depicted below, Bosman has 
portrayed cats in different settings, including one at 
play with a ball of string, one keeping just out of reach 
of its owner in a tree, and one in a straightforward but 
somewhat mysterious manner.

Cats have been depicted in art for thousands 
of years. In ancient Egyptian culture, deities were 
portrayed in drawings, hieroglyphs, and sculptures 
with cat-like heads and were meant to represent justice, 
fertility, and power. Ancient Egyptians believed that 
cats were magical creatures that brought good luck to 
their owners. Wealthy families were known to adorn 
cats in jewels, feed them extravagant treats, and even go 
so far as to mummify them when they died. Since then, 
countless painters, printmakers, musicians, and poets 
have used their talent to portray these regal creatures. 
And so, as you look at Bosman’s wonderful images of 
cats, we have included on the next page one of T. S. 
Eliot’s most famous poems for your delectation.

Richard Bosman (b.1944) was born in Madras, India and raised in Egypt and Australia. He was educated in England and later moved to New York. His narrative imagery captures and 
freezes moments in time. A major figure in what has been called both new expressionism and the figurative expressionism movement, his paintings and prints are in the collections of museums 
throughout the world including the Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo, NY; the Australian National Gallery, Canberra, Australia; the Baltimore Museum of Art; the Bibliothèque Nationale, 
Paris; the Eli Broad Family Foundation, Los Angeles; the Brooklyn Museum; the Chrysler Museum, Norfolk, VA; the Honolulu Museum of Art; the Des Moines Arts Center; the Detroit Institute 
of Art; the Museo Tamayo, Mexico City; the Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh; the Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles; the Museum of Modern Art, New York; the National Museum 
of American Art, Washington, DC; the New York Public Library;  the Philadelphia Museum of Art; the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; and the Walker Art Center, Minneapolis.   
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The Naming of Cats
The Naming of Cats is a difficult matter,
It isn’t just one of your holiday games;
You may think at first I’m as mad as a hatter
When I tell you, a cat must have THREE DIFFERENT NAMES.
First of all, there’s the name that the family use daily,
Such as Peter, Augustus, Alonzo or James,
Such as Victor or Jonathan, George or Bill Bailey—
All of them sensible everyday names.
There are fancier names if you think they sound sweeter,
Some for the gentlemen, some for the dames:
Such as Plato, Admetus, Electra, Demeter—
But all of them sensible everyday names.
But I tell you, a cat needs a name that’s particular,
A name that’s peculiar, and more dignified,
Else how can he keep up his tail perpendicular,
Or spread out his whiskers, or cherish his pride?
Of names of this kind, I can give you a quorum,
Such as Munkustrap, Quaxo, or Coricopat,
Such as Bombalurina, or else Jellylorum-
Names that never belong to more than one cat.
But above and beyond there’s still one name left over,
And that is the name that you never will guess;
The name that no human research can discover—
But THE CAT HIMSELF KNOWS, and will never confess.
When you notice a cat in profound meditation,
The reason, I tell you, is always the same:
His mind is engaged in a rapt contemplation
Of the thought, of the thought, of the thought of his name:
His ineffable effable
Effanineffable
Deep and inscrutable singular Name.

— T. S. ELIOT

Richard Bosman, 2020
Tangled
Intaglio
Edition of 18
14 x 16 inches
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Richard Bosman, 2019
Bad Kitty
Woodcut and relief
Edition of 50
23 1/2 x 17 inches

Richard Bosman, 2020
One Eye
Intaglio with hand painting
Edition of 18
20 x 15 inches
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Richard Bosman, 2019
Stand Off 3
Monotype with hand painting
27 1/4  x 21 inches

Richard Bosman, 2019
Stand Off 1
Monotype with hand painting
51 1/2 x 21 3/4 inches
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SUZANNE CAPORAEL

In the summer of 2019, Suzanne Caporael returned to Tandem Press to create new prints. During 
her visit she began working on a beautiful new edition, Origins of the Elements, which was inspired by 
the periodic table–a subject she first explored in 1997 with her print the Periodic Table of the Elements. 
Caporael decided to create a new print to coincide with the 150th anniversary of the periodic table. 
Additionally, she wanted to include elements that had been discovered since her first exploration of the 
concept in the mid-1990s. 

The background and grid lines in Origins of the Elements were printed with etching and lithography 
printmaking methods, respectively. After printing was completed, the artist hand painted each element 
in the chart with Yasutomo Japanese watercolor inks. She carefully selected and mixed colors to represent 
cosmic events that are the sources of elements in the universe, such as supernovas, exploding white dwarf 
stars, and cosmic rays (see key). Caporael’s meticulous approach skillfully transforms a scientific concept 
into a beautiful visual image. 

During multiple visits to the Tandem Press studio over the last twenty-eight years Caporael has 
explored many aspects of the natural world. She is a very serious, committed, and disciplined artist with 
an outstanding talent for color composition. She has explored and developed her skills throughout her 
artistic career by means of thought, research, and continuous practice. Overtly, her work is not figurative. 
However, her original inspiration is grounded in reality, a reality perceived through the mind. She 
translates concepts such as the periodic table, tree rings, estuaries, ice, and time, among others, into 
stunning visual images. Her use of nuanced color in her compositions is unique and very special and is, in 
many ways, what her art is all about. Her prints and works on paper are often small in scale and visually 
quiet. Her paintings, however significantly larger in scale, share the same intimate and gentle sensual 
quality. Her work amply rewards long, careful and thoughtful perusal. 

Caporael was awarded a prestigious Guggenheim Fellowship earlier this year. Her work is in numerous 
public and private collections including the Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh, PA; the Chazen Museum of 
Art, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI; the Fine Arts Museum of San Francisco, the Legion of Honor, 
San Francisco, CA; the Fogg Art Museum, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA; the High Museum of Art, 
Atlanta, GA; the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Los Angeles, CA; the Museum of Contemporary 
Art, Los Angeles, CA; the Orange County Museum of Art, Newport Beach, CA; the Santa Barbara 
Museum of Art, Santa Barbara, CA; the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, San Francisco, CA; and 
the Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, NY, among others.

Origins of the Elements
     

Suzanne Caporael in the Tandem Press studio, 2019.

Key for Suzanne Caporael’s Origins of the Elements
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Suzanne Caporael images:
https://uwmadison.box.com/s/
gvpsrt5argalqmy1bzn8nu34m0djg8yb

Suzanne Caporael, 2019
Origins of the Elements
Hand painting, lithography, etching
Varied edition of 30
29 x 45 3/4 inches 

Key for Suzanne Caporael’s Origins of the Elements

Suzanne Caporael, 2019
Origins of the Elements
Hand painted watercolor, lithography, etching
Varied edition of 30
29 x 45 3/4 inches 
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JEFFREY GIBSON

In January 2020, Jeffrey Gibson made his first visit to Tandem Press. Gibson, a multidisciplinary 
artist based in Upstate New York, is a citizen of the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians and 
is of Cherokee heritage. He was born in Colorado and spent his childhood in Germany, South 
Korea, and England. His work reflects his experiences living in multicultural environments 
and is influenced by Indigenous traditions, queer identity, pop culture, politics, abstract 
painting, music, and language. He often utilizes objects associated with Indigenous culture 
and ceremonies such as leather, beadwork, textiles, garments, drums, and metal jingles. His 
art practice spans across numerous disciplines from abstract painting on hide to meticulously 
beaded punching bags, sculpture, installation, video art, and live performance. Gibson has 
received distinguished awards from the Joan Mitchell Foundation, the National Museum of 
the American Indian (Smithsonian Institution), the TED Foundation, and the Jerome Hill 
Foundation. He was named a MacArthur Fellow in 2019.

POWER! POWER! POWER! is Gibson’s first print published in collaboration with Tandem 
Press. It was created with a combination of puzzle-cut woodblock and screen print printmaking 
methods. The background was printed from twelve different puzzle-cut woodblock pieces and 
was printed in two runs, or layers. Once the relief printing was complete fourteen runs of screen 
print were added for the text and part of the pattern. Forceful and joyful at the same time, 
its message – along with much of the artist’s past and current work – is particularly relevant 
today as the country reckons with historic and ongoing patterns of systemic racism and white 
supremacy. Often using poetry, song lyrics, and quotes to convey his ideas, the text Gibson 
uses in this print is immediate, thought-provoking, and just as powerful as the declaration it 
proclaims. It is a celebratory message of diversity and inclusiveness, emphasized by a bright 
color palette, bold upper-case font, and punctuation. Just as significant as what the text shouts 
is the purposeful omission of the phrase “white power.” In decidedly excluding it, Gibson places 
the focus on the voices and histories of people that have long been ignored and silenced by 
white society. 

The Color of Power
“I’m trying to make everything—garments, performances, 

paintings—that exist in my personal exploration about what 

modernity means within Indigenous cultures.”  —  JEFFREY GIBSON

Jeffrey Gibson, 2020
POWER!
POWER!
POWER!
Woodblock, screen print, acrylic gloss varnish 
Edition of 30
34 x 33 inches
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For his second project, Gibson wanted to explore making prints on 
handmade elk hide drums. While the abstract pattern and color palette 
used in A Time for Change is reminiscent of Op Art, Gibson’s choice 
of material and printing surface firmly establishes a connection to 
Indigenous craft and identity.

The project presented a unique and exciting challenge for the studio. 
In order to print on the elk hide, the drums first had to be sanded down 
to ensure a smooth surface. Next, they were sealed on both sides with an 
acrylic matte primer to prevent the hide from stretching as it continued 
to dry out (see photo of Gibson on page 21). A special registration 
jig, or frame, was built to hold the drums in place during the printing 
process. Once registered, six different layers of ink were screen printed, 
including the luminous blend in the center of the drum. Lastly, a layer of 
acrylic gloss varnish was printed to protect the surface and enhance the 
vibrancy of the printed colors.

Jeffrey Gibson, 2020
A Time For Change
Acrylic matte primer, screen print and acrylic 
gloss varnish on handmade elk hide drum
Varied edition of 24
20 x 20 x 3 3/8 inches

Side views of A Time For Change by Jeffrey Gibson.
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In the light-filled gymnasium of an old schoolhouse in Hudson, New 
York, a punching bag adorned with neon beads and tassels hangs near a long-
forgotten basketball hoop. A totemic sculpture stands in a carpeted classroom 
and masks are strung through the woodshop.

This is the studio of Jeffrey Gibson, a Choctaw-Cherokee artist known for 
his signature hybrid of Native American iconography and materials with late-
capitalist aesthetics. It’s Indigenous Futurism, to borrow a label posited by 
Anishinaabe writer Grace L. Dillon: the regalia of pow-wows meets that of 
‘90s rave culture, while quilted tapestries are patterned with Op art.

“People think I know what’s going to happen when I produce a new body 
of work, but I don’t,” Gibson says, sitting at a desk in what was, presumably, 
the principal’s office. “For someone who works across as many materials and 
formats as I do, I have no idea how something is going to resonate when I’m 
producing it. I just don’t. And that’s okay.”

Gibson, a professor at Bard College, purchased the  schoolhouse back 
in 2016. A team of roughly a dozen assistants are stationed throughout the 
building, each working on different projects dreamed up by the artist. They 
talk about Gibson less like a boss and more like a father figure—or maybe a 
fun uncle. And there’s plenty to keep them busy. 

Over the past few years, Gibson has had separate solo shows at more than 
a half dozen museums, including a major mid-career survey that traveled 
to four venues. He was awarded a MacArthur genius grant, an honorary 
doctorate, and included in the 2019 Whitney Biennial. Today, his calendar is 
busier than ever. 

The artist, who turns 48 this month, currently has a show at the Brooklyn 
Museum and a series of works on billboards in Times Square. And over the 
course of the next year, he will open exhibitions at Roberts Projects in Los 
Angeles and Sikkema Jenkins in New York and will be included in shows at the 
Parrish Museum, Socrates Sculpture Park, and several other venues. 

Yet 10 years ago, Gibson considered giving up art altogether.

Shortly after the opening of his exhibition at the Brooklyn Museum, Gibson 
invited Artnet News to his studio to talk about the evolution of his practice 
and the critical juncture in his career when he went from nearly quitting the 
art world, to being one of its most buzzed-about artists.

You’ve lived and worked in this area since 2012. What was your studio like 
before that?

I had a small studio space in the Brooklyn Navy Yard. It was less than 300 
square feet. You could probably fit two and a half of them in this room. 

Around 2010, I went out to San Francisco to teach at the California College 
of the Arts. From there, my husband and I really didn’t know what we were 
going to do. We were looking for change, so we moved to France for about 
half a year. Then we decided we wanted to come back to the East Coast, but 
not necessarily to New York City. I got the position at Bard, and we were just 
like, “Well, let’s just give it a go. We’ll move to Hudson and we’ll see how it 
goes.” For the first five years, it was a check-in. “What do we think? Is this 
someplace we could stay?” Then it just kind of unfolded from there. We had 
kids and bought our house and bought this building. It seems to be the right 
mix of things for us. 

I imagine the move had a big impact on your practice, if for no other reason 
than the immense difference in size and space. 

It did. Living in Brooklyn at the time, I kind of felt like I was experiencing 
what I could imagine experiencing there for another 20 years. You show your 
work, you might sell some of it every now and again, you might get a grant 
occasionally. But really, I felt like we had hit a sort of ceiling of potential due 
to the cost of living, the limited space, all of that sort of stuff. I also wanted to 
minimize distractions. I felt like, with the development of myself as an artist, 
I really needed space—both physical space and mental space—to be able to 
think through ideas and develop them. Voices get in my head very easily.  
I just had to remove them for myself.

Ten Years Ago, Artist Jeffrey Gibson Almost Quit the Art World in Frustration.  
Here’s How He Found the Strength to Keep Striving.
INTERVIEW BY TAYLOR DAFOE, ARTNET NEWS
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Jeffrey Gibson sealing a drum to prepare it for printing in the Tandem Press studio, 2020.
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New York City tends to hold people in a somewhat infantile 

place. Moving up here, immediately it was like someone turned 
on the switch where you get to move into the rest of your life. 
I think that has, for one, made me a happier, calmer person. 
It’s also given me a perspective to think in a much larger way. I 
think the work will follow that. It is following that.

In its invocation of craft and traditional forms of art-making, 
your work emits a sense of intimacy—it feels like it was labored 
over by the artist’s own hand. How do you maintain that feeling 
while working with a team of people?   

It’s really what necessitates having a team. I realized early 
on that I’m drawn to handcrafted objects. There’s an intimacy 
that’s triggered just by looking at them.  There’s something 
about the labor and the detail that is seductive. I knew 
that I couldn’t put out only six pieces a year and expect to  
accomplish what I wanted to. So that’s where the studio team 
started being assembled. 

I sought people who enjoy handcraft and who understand 
the meditative quality of it. I don’t want to overemphasize 
how much craft is connected to trauma and healing, but you 
find handcraft in a lot of situations where people need to 
refocus and find transformation. Doing it, you really build 
the skill of being able to conceive, initiate, and complete. That 
was something that I was drawn to and would speak about. 
Especially when I would visit more traditional makers in native 
communities, people’s attachment to sewing, beading, quill 
work, any of those things—it really is a meditative, cathartic 
process of making something. I wouldn’t say that’s necessarily 
me wholly, but it was at the beginning and now it’s transformed 
into something else. Even when I think about concepts now, I 
think about the craft of concepts.

When I first started assembling the team of people who 
work here, I talked to them very clearly about the goals of 
the studio and one of them was that I can’t be sitting there 
doing beadwork work anymore because I need to be able to 
do research and experiment. I need to be able to fail. By this 

point, the studio team is very skilled and our communication 
is remarkably fluid.

There was a time when you considered giving up your 
practice altogether, right?

Yes, in 2010 and ’11, I was trying to decide if I wanted to 
continue being an artist. I was just fed up. When we were in 
Europe and when I was in San Francisco, I did not allow studio 
visits. I was really trying to discipline myself not to consider 
what the art world wanted but instead think about what it 
was that I wanted to make. What was it that I thought was 
important to exist?

Then, while traveling in Europe, I got a call from Lia 
Gangitano at Participant gallery. I always thought it was a 
brilliant space and that she is amazing. And I said to myself, “If 
I was ever going to do a solo show, that’s where I would want 
to do it.” So when she called and said I’d like to do something 
together, I was thrilled. And Matthew Dipple, who then ran a 
space called American Contemporary, also contacted me, and 
so we ended up doing two shows that opened on the same 
night in early 2012. It really was the first time, in my opinion, 
the work really resonated with an audience. They finally got 
it. They got the mix of materials, the mix of narratives. And 
there was a really great review that came out. So after wanting 
to walk away from being an artist, it was the exhibition that 
showed me it was possible to work with the art world and talk 
to its audiences.

Do you feel that was more to do with the evolution of your 
practice or the evolution of the audience?

I don’t really know what the circumstances were that 
allowed that to happen, but it did. My training is as a painter 
and my love is process-based abstraction. To try to combine 
narratives about Native American material culture and history 
into that kind of abstraction—no one has ever been able to 
show me how to do that, nor have I ever really seen it. So I 
think when I exited New York for that period, that’s what I was 
figuring out. One of the realizations I came to was that I have to 

use language that people can comprehend. If it’s so subjective, 
it may be great and cathartic for myself, but it won’t be legible 
to others. 

Do you ever feel pressured to perform identity politics in your 
work? Or do you get frustrated that people put that narrative 
onto it?

I know that people will put it on it. I just take that as a given 
circumstance. I learned that growing up. You honestly cannot 
be a brown person in a white environment and not be asked, 
“Where are you from? What are you? Where’s your family 
from?” People have thought that I strategically use the label 
Native American. They’ll ask me, “Why would you identify 
as a Native artist?” And I say, “Because I’m always going to 
get asked.” And I truly am drawn, for instance, to beadwork 
and quilt work and that kind of design and material use. The 
problem I had when I was painting was that I was somehow 
translating those very specific references into abstraction, and 
in that translation, the whole narrative was lost for anyone who 
wasn’t with me. So that’s when I started asking okay, “How can 
you trim down the references and be more direct with what 
you’re talking about?”

It’s about being very aware of the circumstances that art 
exists in. It goes back to the communication thing. I want 
people to pull things out of the work. There’s an openness 
to a lot of the texts that I use that I think people can project 
themselves and their own experiences onto, which is the way 
that pop music works and one of the reasons it sticks around. 
There’s something about it that makes it feel like it’s just about 
you in that moment. That’s one of the things that I really shoot 
for. And I’ve always counted on the fact that there have to be 
more people like me in the world. Yes, I’m unique, but I’m not 
so unique that other people are not like me. We all experience 
hybridity. We all experience vulnerability, love, fear.

This article appeared online on March 26, 2020 and is being reproduced 
here with permission from the author and Artnet News. 
SOURCE: news.artnet.com/art-world/jeffrey-gibson-inter-
view-1814940
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Jeffrey Gibson and master printer Patrick Smyczek in the Tandem Press studio, 2020.
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Ikeda Manabu, 2020
Isolated Pond
Intaglio
Edition of 24
19 1/2 x 21 inches

Ikeda Manabu, 2020 
Snowy Night
Intaglio, screen print 
Edition of 18
18 1/2  x 18  inches

IKEDA MANABU
New Prints from Ikeda Manabu

We are happy to release two new intaglio prints by Ikeda Manabu, a Japanese artist who is internationally known for his astonishingly detailed drawings, paintings, 
and prints.

Ikeda began working on Isolated Pond five years ago but became involved with other projects and returned to this plate last month. The drawing was inspired by lotus 
leaves floating in a pond where he often goes fishing as well as the ubiquitous ice fishing tents that can be found on frozen lakes in the Upper Midwest during winter. It 
made him think about refugees and other socially and politically oppressed people living in tents on a pond for temporary shelter. In the image, he depicts people fishing, 
but the fish in the water are much bigger than the people above them. The fish symbolize larger issues beyond the control of individuals and they are watching for an 
opportunity to swallow the people. Ironically, the image can now be interpreted as the very world we live in today, which has been isolated and divided by the coronavirus.

In Snowy Night, Ikeda captures the ghostly silence following a snowfall in Madison, Wisconsin. The detailed drawing emphasizes the monumental grandeur of Mother 
Nature. The snowy scene is primarily black and white, but as the viewer is drawn towards the small house, a pale yellow light emerges from the windows of the home and 
offers a sense of warmth against the cold outside.

For biographical information on Ikeda Manabu, please visit his artist page on our website: https://tandempress.wisc.edu/artist/ikeda-manabu/ 
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MASER

The Irish artist Maser returned to Tandem Press to sign two new editions in February 2020, 
Carnival 01 and Carnival 02. Created with a combination of printmaking methods, painting, and 
collage, the editions are a continuation of the forms and techniques the artist explored in his 2018 
prints, Early Rise and Nocturnal Life. In these new editions, each shape in the composition was 
printed or hand-painted separately and cut out. All the pieces were then layered and collaged 
together to create the final image. Several different types and thicknesses of paper were used; 
some of the shapes are completely opaque while others are fairly translucent. This innovative use 
of techniques and materials creates visual depth as well as unexpected surface textures. There are  
seven different printed and painted collage elements in Carnival 01 and Carnival 02.

Identity and place are significant reoccurring themes in Maser’s work. He comes from a 
background in street art, and the site-specific nature of his early work has remained constant 
throughout his entire artistic practice. In early 2020, Art on Paper art fair director Max Fishko 
commissioned Maser to create a large-scale immersive installation to stand at the entrance of the 
fair. With A Sacred Place, the artist’s ambition was to bring a capsule of his Irish heritage to the Art 
on Paper art fair by constructing an engaging representation of a contemporary Irish fort with 
sustainable materials. Crafted with hundreds of brightly colored cardboard boxes designed by 
Maser, the installation created a playful space for thousands of fair attendees to explore and enjoy 
while paying homage to the medieval stone forts and round towers that dot the Irish landscape. 
Not only was the use of sustainable cardboard boxes in line with the paper theme of the fair, it also 
enabled the artist to limit the waste accumulated from its deconstruction–something Maser has 
become acutely aware of in recent years with his large-scale projects. As such, he approached A 
Sacred Place with the intention of designing an installation that was sustainable on multiple levels. 
Once the fair ended, the colorful boxes were given to galleries and visitors alike to take home or 
pack, store, and ship their artworks, thereby continuing the lifespan of the materials after the 
doors to the 2020 Art on Paper fair closed.

'A Sacred Place' was created in association with Tandem Press and Art Market Productions and received 
financial support from Culture Ireland.

New Prints and a Site-Specific Installation 
at the 2020 Art on Paper Fair

Maser, 2020
Carnival 01
Relief, acrylic paint, collage
Edition of 18
60 x 36 inches
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Maser, 2020
Carnival 02
Relief, acrylic paint, collage
Edition of 18
35 1/2 x 60 inches
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Maser’s 'A Sacred Place' at the 2020 Art on Paper art fair. Photographs by Sona Pastel-Daneshgar and Russell Panczenko.
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 DERRICK ADAMS

Maser, 2020
Jigsaw
Screen print
Edition of 100
20 x 16 inches

Maser, 2014
Focus
Relief
Edition of 45
24 x 18 inches

  MASER
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Derrick Adams, 2021
Party Guest 2 (We Came to Party and Plan Series)
Screen print, relief, fabric, collage
Edition of 50
24 x 18 inches

 DERRICK ADAMSUPCOMING EDITIONS
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Swoon, 2021
George
Lithography, screen print, gold leaf, colored silver leaf, metal leaf, hand painting, and collage on 
Stonehenge Kraft, mounted to wood 
Edition of 18
27 x 23 x 1 1/2 inches

Details of George by Swoon

 SWOON
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Swoon, 2020 
Kamayura
Intaglio
Edition of 18
14 7/8 x 13 1/2 inches

Swoon, 2020 
Zahra
Intaglio
Edition of 18
13 1/2 x 16 1/8 

Swoon, 2020 
Katherine G
Intaglio
Edition of 18
14 1/4 x 16 inches

Swoon, 2020 
Dawn and Gemma
Intaglio
Edition of 18
17 x 17 1/2 inches

Swoon, 2020 
Alixa  and Naima 
Intaglio
Edition of 18
14 1/2 x 18 1/4 inches

Swoon, 2020 
Cairo
Intaglio
Edition of 18
15 x 15 inches
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Tandem Press Welcomes New Master Printer Patrick Smyczek
 Patrick Smyczek [smee-check] joined Tandem Press as a Master Printer in September 2019, though his involvement in our organization 

dates back thirteen years. After receiving his BFA from the Maryland Institute College of Art in 2007, Patrick spent his summer volunteering 
in the Tandem Press studio. During that time, he assisted Tandem’s master printers on editions by Robert Cottingham and Suzanne Caporael. 
Patrick then went on to study lithography and collaborative printmaking at the Tamarind Institute of Lithography in Albuquerque, NM. 
Following his studies at Tamarind, Patrick worked at a printmaking studio in Buenos Aires, Argentina. In 2009, he entered the printmaking 
MFA program at the University of Wisconsin–Madison and served as a project assistant at Tandem Press until his graduation in 2012. Upon 
graduation, Patrick started Beast USA, a screen printing and illustration studio based in Milwaukee, which he operated until the fall of 2019.   

      Patrick brings a broad set of talents to our studio and is currently expanding Tandem’s screen printing capabilities in addition to his 
involvement in the daily print production schedule. Honoring printmaking traditions has always been important to his craft. At the same 
time, he enjoys pushing boundaries to achieve the desired results for each artist during collaboration. Patrick’s enthusiasm, knowledge, and 
expertise in a variety of printmaking methods make him an excellent addition to our studio team. 

   Working with student assistants at Tandem Press is one of Patrick’s favorite parts of the job. Education has always been the foundation 
of his life, and he’s more than happy to share his knowledge and experience with others. After all, it wasn’t so long ago that he was a student 
learning from the master printers that came before him. Please join us in welcoming Patrick to Tandem Press!

Master Printer Patrick Smyczek printing in the Tandem Press studio, 2019.

Patrick Smyczek 
Master Printer

Sona Pastel-Daneshgar 
Curator

Jason Ruhl 
Master Printer

Myszka Lewis 
Curator

Joe Freye 
Master Printer

Paula Panczenko
Director

Rachael Griffin
Financial Manager

Seth Klekamp
Preparator
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NEW WEBSITE

Introducing the new Tandem Press website!

 NEW WEBSITE

Over the past year, our two curators Sona and Myszka, have been hard at work upgrading our 
website to include many new features. In addition to viewing our available artworks, you may 
also browse exhibitions and quickly find information about our programming and events through 
our website. The collaborative atmosphere at Tandem Press is conveyed through numerous 
photographs in every section and sub-section as images of us in action scroll across the top of 
many of the pages.

Our inventory may still be browsed by artist, but the individual artwork pages are now more 
robust. Each artwork page now includes functionality allowing you to zoom in on the artwork 
images for a better look at the textural details in each print or to virtually take a step back in the 
View in Room feature to preview the artwork to scale.

We added a new Search All Artworks page through which you may search through our inventory 
by keyword or filter by price, orientation, size, color, and description.

The About section includes pages listing the public collections where Tandem prints are 
featured, photos of the artists and printers at work in the studio, images and information on our 
educational programs, and student testimonials. There is also a short history of Tandem Press, 
information on our outreach programs and tours, and, finally, our research into new printmaking 
techniques.

All our former newsletters can be found under the News section. The Exhibitions pages include 
information about our current gallery exhibition as well as spectacular photos of our previous 
exhibitons. The Events page presents our other activities including our art fair participation, Friday 
Jazz Series, our Annual Wine & Art Auction, and our summer printmaking workshops.

Additional upgrades also include a webstore through which guests may purchase artist 
catalogs, the ability to create an account to save wish lists of artworks, and more! 

Please take a look around at the new website and let us know what you think! 
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NEW TECHNOLOGY CENTER

The Gabriele S. Haberland  
Printmaking Technology Center

Interior of the Gabriele S. Haberland Printmaking Technology Center, 2020.

Entrance to the Gabriele S. Haberland Printmaking Technology Center, 2020.

In 2019, UW–Madison Professor Emeritus Willy Haeberli funded the establishment of 
the Tandem Press Gabriele S. Haberland Printmaking Technology Center in honor of his 
late wife. In addition to expanding the studio’s physical footprint, the new technology center 
has enhanced Tandem’s printmaking capabilities and enables us to continue attracting 
significant artists from the US and abroad as we work together to push the boundaries of 
printmaking.

With this incredible gift, Tandem now has 3D printing capabilities, a medium that many 
artists have expressed interest in utilizing. In addition to a 3D printer, Tandem has also 
acquired a professional-grade laser cutter, a large format art scanner, a cutting plotter, and 
an Epson Stylus Pro 990 printer. Moreover, larger plates can be made for relief printing with 
a new, more sophisticated photopolymer platemaker. 

The technology center and its new cutting-edge equipment enables Tandem to be more 
efficient in both the studio and curatorial areas. It also provides us with the impetus to 
further explore experimental printmaking concepts and techniques. Furthermore, this 
gift expands our educational mission by exposing our artists and student assistants to new 
equipment and techniques being used in contemporary printmaking. 
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HABERLAND AWARDS

 HABERLAND AWARDS

UW-Madison School of Education Dean Diana Hess, Willy Haeberli, Katelyn St. John, and Tandem Press 
Advisory Board Chair John Neis. Photo by Russell Panczenko, 2019.

UW-Madison School of Education Dean Diana Hess, Willy Haeberli, Derek Hibbs, and Tandem Press 
Advisory Board Chair John Neis. Photo by Russell Panczenko, 2019.

In addition to funding the Gabriele S. Haberland Printmaking Technology Center, Professor 
Emeritus Willy Haeberli also established the Gabriele Haberland Printmaking Graduate Student 
Award for Travel to Europe by endowing two annual awards of $4,000 each.

Gabriele Haberland, a dear friend and supporter of Tandem Press, passed away on September 6, 
2016. She was a highly intelligent and immensely talented art lover, jeweler, and gallerist. In addition, 
Gabriele was an avid art collector. She had exceptional taste in both art and design, in fashion, and in 
everything she touched.

Gabriele received a PhD in business from the University of Wisconsin–Madison with a minor in art 
history. She joined the board of Tandem Press in the early 1990s and volunteered at several art fairs 
on behalf of Tandem, including Art Miami and Print Basel. In addition, she was on the boards of the 
Madison Museum of Contemporary Art and the Chazen Museum of Art, and she loaned artworks 
from her own collection to both institutions. She was a significant financial supporter, advisor, and 
volunteer to all three organizations. 

One of Gabriele’s greatest professional triumphs was the opening of her gallery, Galleria Nova, 
in Ronco Sopra Ascona, Switzerland in 1996. The gallery was situated in a 16th-century building 
overlooking one of the most characteristic alleys of the town’s ancient nucleus. Gabriele devised an 
extraordinarily insightful international exhibition program and showed artists from the Canton of 
Ticino and Switzerland as well as artists from Europe and the United States including Julius Bissier, 
James Brown, Louise Nevelson, Ben Nicholson, Antoni Tàpies, and Tandem’s own Judy Pfaff.

Gabriele believed in the importance of travel and felt that it was especially crucial to view artworks 
in museums and galleries instead of viewing reproductions in books or online. Both Gabriele and her 
husband Willy Haeberli held the belief that travel can expand a student’s worldview and significantly 
influence the future development of their art practice. To honor her memory, Dr. Haeberli has 
established two European travel grants in Gabriele’s name, which will be awarded to graduate-level 
printmaking students in the Art Department at UW–Madison each year.

In October 2019, the first two travel grants were awarded to Derek Hibbs (MFA, 2020) and Katelyn 
St. John (MFA, 2022). Due to COVID-19 travel restrictions both students have had to postpone their 
trips to Europe. Included below are outlines of their plans once international travel safely resumes.
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Statements by 2019 Awardees 
Derek Hibbs and Katelyn St. John

Willy Haeberli and Gabriele Haberland.

“Receiving the Gabriele Haberland Travel Award will enable me to travel to Berlin, Munich, Prague, 

and Vienna. The Kupferstich Kabinett in Berlin, the National Gallery in Prague, and the Albertina in 

Vienna are museums that all rank within the top ten largest prints and works on paper collections in 

all of Europe. Some of these museums house many of the oldest and most important/influential master 

prints in the world. Studying important historic works first-hand is something I consider vital and 

necessary to aid my practice and continue to inspire me. These are things that drive and remind me that 

I want to keep my work to a certain standard in honor of the medium’s history in which I work. I would 

also like to visit various print shops in each of those cities if I can. I want to visit the Eichstatt Lithography 

Workshop, just a short trip north of Munich. This specific location is very close to Ingolstadt, where Alois 

Senefelder invented lithography in 1796. I would consider this trip both a research opportunity to dive 

deeper into my historical interests and inspirations and to enable me to pay homage to important sites 

of world-changing inventions.” 

 —  DEREK HIBBS

"In my trip to Europe, I will visit Poland, Germany, and France, to witness the preserved aftermath of World War II and the Holocaust. I will start in Krakow, Poland, and visit the preserved 

Jewish Quarter and the Jewish Cemetery, which holds the local victims of the Holocaust. Auschwitz, the camp with the highest volume of victims, is a short bus ride from Krakow. Warsaw, 

Poland presents an example of restoration after the war, divided into the Old City, and the changing new city around it, resulting in a time capsule effect evident in the architecture. In Berlin, 

Germany’s capital was the center of the Third Reich’s power during the war. There, I will visit the Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe, and I’m interested in how the city’s history is evident in 

contemporary Berlin. Just outside the city is the first concentration camp, Sadsenharsch. The site now has a renowned museum and well-preserved grounds.

I will visit Oradour-Sur-Glane, a town that revolted against the Nazis and was burnt to the ground in France. The town remains the same as the day it burned down; buildings were never 

reconstructed and they remain as a charred skeleton of the town. The ruins of the town most closely resemble my current work, which features abandoned and destroyed architecture and forests, 

and is meant to instill a sense of foreboding by transporting the viewer into the space. The places I want to visit are the perfect example of menacing abandoned architecture.

Traveling to Europe offers opportunities to witness what remains of historical events. I know this will be an experience that brings me closer to what I am trying to convey in my work. It will allow 

me to collect a vast array of source material from affected people to destroyed structures and memorials. It will teach me how to bring memory, empathy, and warning more clearly into my work.”    

—   KATELYN ST. JOHN
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HIGHLIGHTS 2000 - 2016

Judy Pfaff, 2000
Untitled (target, garden, lily pad)
Photogravure, etching, lithography, chine collé, hand painted dye, applied leaves
Varied edition of 30
37 x 84 1/2 inches

 JUDY PFAFF

 HIGHLIGHTS 2000 - 2016
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David Lynch, 2001
Untitled (A1)
Collograph and relief on handmade paper
Edition of 5
20 x 24 inches

David Lynch, 2001
Untitled (C26)
Collograph on handmade paper
Monoprint
19 x 24 inches

David Lynch, 2001
Untitled (C15)
Collograph on handmade paper
Monoprint
19 x 24 inches

David Lynch, 2001
Untitled (C8)
Collograph on handmade paper
Monoprint
19 x 24 inches

 DAVID LYNCH

 HIGHLIGHTS 2000 - 2016
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Squeak Carnwath, 2006
Past
Intaglio, relief, lithography
Edition of 24
35 1/2 x 35 1/2 inches

Squeak Carnwath, 2006
Perfect Studio
Woodcut, intaglio, lithography
Edition of 24
35 1/2 x 35 1/2 inches

 SQUEAK CARNWATH
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Nicola López, 2009
Urban Transformation #5
Etching, lithography, woodcut, collage
Edition of 12
30 x 30 inches with hand-cut variable edges

Nicola López, 2009
Urban Transformation #3
Etching, lithography, woodcut, collage
Edition of 12
30 x 30 inches with hand-cut variable edges

Nicola López, 2009
Urban Transformation #2
Etching, lithography, woodcut, collage
Edition of 12
30 x 30 inches with hand-cut variable edges

Nicola López, 2009
Urban Transformation #4
Etching, lithography, woodcut, collage
Edition of 12
30 x 30 inches with hand-cut variable edges

 NICOLA LÓPEZ
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David Shapiro, 2014
Clearing (vertical 1)
Intaglio, relief
Edition of 20
39 1/4 x 16 3/4 inches

David Shapiro, 2014
Clearing (vertical 2)
Intaglio, colored pencil
Edition of 20
39 1/4 x 16 3/4 inches

David Shapiro, 2013
Origin and Return 15
Intaglio, surface roll
Edition of 20
15 x 72 inches

 DAVID SHAPIRO
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Jim Dine, 2015
The Cottonwoods at Night
Woodcut, etching, collograph, screen print
Edition of 24
64 x 47 1/2 inches

 JIM DINE
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Lesley Dill, 2016
This Short Eternity Inside my Thought
Relief on Kozo with clay, silk 
organza, and thread
Edition of 12
13 x 9 x 4 inches

Lesley Dill, 2016
Poet
Etching, gold leaf, collage, thread
Edition of 18
31 x 24 inches

Lesley Dill, 2016
Deer
Etching, relief, hand painting, collage, thread
Edition of 18
24 7/8 x 29 7/8 inches

Lesley Dill, 2016
Eyes
Etching, relief, hand painting, collage, thread
Edition of 18
24 7/8 x 29 7/8 inches

Lesley Dill, 2016
LIGHT THRILL SWOON TRUTH FLAME [6/12]
Woodcut on muslin with hand dyed horse hair
Varied edition of 12
15 x 6 x 3 inches

Lesley Dill, 2016
LIGHT THRILL SWOON TRUTH FLAME [12/12]
Woodcut on muslin with hand dyed horse hair
Varied edition of 12
15 x 6 x 3 inches

 LESLEY DILL
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This newsletter is made possible with grants from the Anonymous Fund and the Brittingham Fund

PRESS NOTES
Tandem Press produces top-quality prints by internationally recognized artists and was created to foster research, collaboration, experimentation, and innovation in the field of printmaking. 

Available Editions:  Derrick Adams, Gregory Amenoff, Jennifer Angus, Charles Arnoldi, Garo Antresian, Alice Aycock, Donald Baechler, Lynda Benglis, Richard Bosman, Katherine Bradford, John Buck, Andy Burgess, 
Suzanne Caporael, Squeak Carnwath, Louisa Chase, Robert Coleman, Gregory Conniff, Robert Cottingham, George Cramer, Lesley Dill, Jim Dine, Valentina DuBasky, Benjamin Edwards, Rafael Ferrer, Janet Fish, Sondra 
Freckleton, Carmen Lomas Garza, Jeffrey Gibson, Sam Gilliam, Martha Glowacki, Joseph Goldyne, Michelle Grabner, GRONK, Richard Haas, Eric Hagstrom, Al Held, Cham Hendon, John Himmelfarb, Ikeda Manabu, 
Robert Janz, Tom Judd, Robert Kelly, David Klamen, Gary Komarin, José Lerma, Thomas Loeser, Nicola López, David Lynch, Cameron Martin, Maser, Mickett/Stackhouse, Nancy Mladenoff, Santiago Moix, Frances Myers, 
David Nash, Dennis Nechvatal, Don Nice,  Frank Owen, Ed Paschke, Philip Pearlstein, Judy Pfaff, Carol Pylant, Sandra Ramos, Sam Richardson, Judy Rifka, Dan Rizzie, Bill Rock, Jane Rosen, Alison Saar, Italo Scanga, 
Miriam Schapiro, David Shapiro, Alan Shields, Joan Snyder, Jaune Quick-to-See Smith, T.L. Solien, Steven Sorman, Art Spiegelman, Robert Stackhouse, Fred Stonehouse, Swoon, Mickalene Thomas, Claire Van Vliet, 
William Weege, William Wegman, Ruth Weisberg, Robert Yoder.

ADDRESS:  
1743 Commercial Avenue 
Madison, WI 53704
Telephone:  608.263.3437
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HOURS:
MONDAY–FRIDAY 
9 a.m.–5 p.m.

     •  Lectures and Demonstrations in 
 conjunction with Visiting Artists

     •  Friday Jazz Series

     •  Tours and Open Houses

     •  Exhibitions

     •  Annual Tandem Press Wine & Art Auction

     •  Educational Workshops
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Patrick SmyczekTandem Press exhibiting prints at The Armory Show, March 2020. Photo by Russell Panczenko.

Robert Cottingham exhibition in the Apex Gallery, 2018.

facebook.com/TandemPress

instagram.com/uwtandempress

Tandem Press is on social media! Keep up to date with our
activities on Instagram and Facebook.


